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INTRODUCTION





WHAT IS A VULNERABILITY?

A vulnerability is a weakness which can be exploited by

a cyber attack to gain unauthorized access to or perform

unauthorized actions on a computer system. Vulnerabilities

can allow attackers to run code, access a system's memory,

install malware, and steal, destroy or modify sensitive data.



!

Vulnerability management is the process

of identifying, evaluating, prioritizing,

remediating and reporting on security

vulnerabilities in Applications.

❑ DATABASE

❑ INFORMATION

❑ PROPERTY

❑ PEOPLE

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT??



Vulnerability management is becoming ever so vital due to

the increased complexity of technology stack and more

alerts coming from various vulnerability assessment tools.

WHY IS VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT 
BECOMING SO VITAL TODAY?

Managing vulnerabilities is a crucial part of information 

security management, as it helps you reduce the likelihood 

and impact of cyberattacks.



TAKE ONE!!!

• https://www.youtube.com/shorts/H4BbPf9oVNg

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/H4BbPf9oVNg




This process allows organizations to obtain

a continuous overview of vulnerabilities in

IT environment and the risks associated

with them.

WHY IS VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT REQUIRED?



VULNERABILITY 

MANAGEMENT 

PROCESS





HOW ARE VULNERABILITIES DETECTED?

✓ Authenticated scans

✓ Unauthenticated scans



CONTINUOUS 

VULNERABILITY 

MANAGEMENT 



Continuous vulnerability management is integral

to cybersecurity and network security and is on the

Center for Internet Security's (CIS) list of basic security

controls, citing that organizations need to “continuously

acquire, assess, and take action on new information in

order to identify vulnerabilities, and to remediate and

minimize the window of opportunity for attackers.”

CONTINUOUS VULNERABILITY??



TAKE ONE!!!

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6js1MI7XFY

Find Vulnerabilities of Websites



TOOL

EXAMPLES VULNERABILITY SCANNING TOOLS



TECHNICAL SKILL REQUIRED

Vulnerability Scanning Tool

SIEM,

Threat

Intel



Social Engineering

https://youtu.be/Pd7x2bHVSAs

https://youtu.be/Pd7x2bHVSAs










Thanks
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